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ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS

• Assistant Professor, Neurobiology
• Assistant Professor, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
• Member, Bio-X
• Member, Wu Tsai Neurosciences Institute

LINKS

• Druckmann lab website: https://www.druckmannlab.com

Research & Scholarship

CURRENT RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY INTERESTS

Our research goal is to understand how dynamics in neuronal circuits relate and constrain the representation of information and computations upon it. We adopt three synergistic strategies: First, we analyze neural circuit population recordings to better understand the relation between neural dynamics and behavior. Second, we theoretically explore the types of dynamics that could be associated with particular network computations. Third, we analyze the structural properties of neural circuits.

Teaching

STANFORD ADVISEES

Postdoctoral Faculty Sponsor
Abbas Kazemipour, Nai-wen Tien

Doctoral Dissertation Co-Advisor (AC)
Min Seung Choi

GRADUATE AND FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS

• Neurosciences (Phd Program)
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